GRADUATING SOON?

GradSchoolShopper Simplifies Your Search with an online directory of physical science programs and advice for outgoing physics & astronomy undergrads.

The Guide to Grad School
Read the Guide to Grad School in Physics, Astronomy & Related Fields for advice specific to physics & astronomy students on topics like:

• Who Pays for a PhD?
• Grad School Application Timeline
• Grad School Visit Guide
• How to Craft Standout Applications
• Make a Statement with Your Personal Statement
• How to Get Great Letters of Recommendation
• The Physics GRE Explained
• PLUS: Reflections from real grad students

The Online Directory
Search and compare grad programs at GradSchoolShopper.com The most comprehensive online directory of grad programs in the physical sciences, where you can:

• Browse by sub-field and location
• Sort programs by acceptance rate, application deadline
• Compare figures for enrollment and degrees granted per program
• Get direct access to faculty, research areas & more!

Start your search!